
Beer, burgers, and boats. Need we say more?

We know: shopping for Dad can be tricky. If you’re grasping for gift ideas, we’ve got you covered!

Seductive “centerfolds” fill the pages of American Burger Revival, where bold new takes on burger recipes

guide your taste buds to glory. With brazen spins on this timeless classic, these recipes will have Dad anxious

to stoke the coals and get grilling. More than just a burger cookbook, American Burger Revival will broaden

his burger horizons and help him perfect his patty game. Dad will surely love this summer companion.

And he needs to wash that burger down with something, of course! Lauren Clark’s Crafty Bastards: Beer in
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New England from the Mayflower to Modern Day and Stephane Schorow’s Drinking Boston: A History of the City and Its Spirits are

essential for every dad’s bookshelf. He’ll drink up Schorow’s intriguing narrative about the mystery behind Boston’s notorious and

tumultuous drinking past, as well as Clark’s exploration of the story behind beer and brewing in New England, which starts with the

Pilgrims’ first barley crop and continues through to the region’s modern day craft brewing culture. Send Dad on a sudsy journey while

he enjoys an IPA on the porch this Father’s Day.

Finally, for the outdoorsy dads, a copy of Discovering the Boston Harbor Islands will inspire hiking and sightseeing adventures that

every family member can enjoy. Author Christopher Klein invites you and your dad to plan a day out and about and unearth Boston’s

best-kept secret. Catch a ferry ride and explore the beautiful sights just beyond Boston’s coast. After a burger and a beer, an

afternoon on the water is calling his name.

You can find these great gifts on Amazon, through Barnes and Noble, on our website, or at your nearest local bookstore!

Wishing you and dad a happy Father’s Day full of grub, suds, and fun!

Spread the good word!

SPREAD THE WORD!
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